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                            Trump gets criticized, and defended, for 'will of the people' abortion views 

                            
                                After he released a campaign video describing his current views on abortion, Donald Trump is being both criticized and complimented for comments that seemed to put winning in November above saving innocent life in the womb. 
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                                NAIA embraces 'biological reality' that protects female athletes 

                                
                                    A national college sports organization has announced it is banning men from participating in women’s sports, a decision that affects tens of thousands of female athletes at nearly 250 colleges across the U.S.
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                            Politics-Govt
                            
                                Election 'champions' urged to stand tall, ignore howling Dems

                                
                                    Democrats in Congress are not hiding their plans to dominate elections with name-calling strategies and even illegal aliens casting a ballot. 
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                                Vatican puts gender ideology in its place

                                
                                    Pope Francis is giving the Left fits with the release of his Declaration on Human Dignity that, among other things, lays waste to so-called "gender theory."
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                                DEI's demise is dragging out

                                
                                    Some professors at a Texas university are demanding the school reinstate dozens of laid off employees to their DEI positions that a pro-family advocate says are expensive and useless.
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            What is your reaction to President Trump’s video describing his abortion views?
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                How concerned are you about hi-tech devices that are reportedly 'listening in' on your life?

            

            See Related Story
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        Robert Knight
        
            The Biden-Xi summit call: Imagining the horror we didn't get to hear

            Communist dictator Xi Jinping, leader of China, met this past week over the phone with President Joe Biden. The White House said they had a “candid and constructive discussion on a range of bilateral, regional and global issues.” 
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                Ohio offers $1m lottery for people getting vaccine

                
                    Nulla ut vulputate libero. Suspendisse auctor suscipit neque at dignissim. Sed quis velit volutpat ligula bibendum lobortis. Suspendisse et libero augue.
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